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This study describes prevelar merger, the raising of low-front =æ, ɛ= and lowering of
mid-front =e= before the voiced velar =ɡ=, in Seattle, Washington. In the most
advanced part of this change in progress, all twenty speakers (age 18–62, half men,
half women, all white) produced =ɛɡ= and =eɡ= (BEG, VAGUE) as upgliding
diphthongs merged in F1 and F2 directly between their nonprevelar counterparts
(DRESS, FACE). =æɡ= (BAG) was also diphthongal, but its height varied between
speakers, with middle-aged men showing near-complete three-way merger with
BEG-VAGUE and younger speakers raising less, suggesting reversal or avoidance of
this component. Previous work lacked information about VAGUE and thus described
BAG- and BEG-raising as failing to reach the height of nonprevelar FACE. This study
revealed that VAGUE is lowered, creating a merger target for both raised BEG and BAG

within a separate diphthongal prevelar subsystem.

The focus of this study is prevelar merger in two generations of white Seattleites.
Prevelar merger is a combination of prevelar raising, the raising of the low front
vowels =æ, ɛ= (TRAP, DRESS classes) before voiced velars (also called BAG-raising
and BEG-raising), and the previously understudied lowering of mid front =e=
(FACE class) before the voiced velar =ɡ= (VAGUE-lowering). Recent years have
seen an increase in sociolinguistic research on both prevelar raising and Pacific
Northwest English (PNWE). Various forms of prevelar raising have been found
in regions across the Northern US and Canada, with the particular combination
of high degrees of both BAG- and BEG-raising serving as a possible means of
differentiating a Pacific Northwest dialect from its neighbors. However, this
study proposes that the pattern is incomplete without considering a third prevelar
class: VAGUE.

Raised BEG, and often also raised BAG, have been described as sounding like
FACE, but acoustic studies consistently measure their heights as nearing, but not
reaching, nonprevelar FACE, making it difficult to declare that prevelars are
merged with FACE. The current study addresses this issue by proposing that the
target for merger is not FACE but prevelar VAGUE. Elicited word lists and
reading passages specifically included words from the VAGUE class under the
prediction that they are lowered rather than raised, and merger may therefore
occur between the three prevelars (BAG-BEG-VAGUE) in a separate subsystem
from nonprevelars.
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Regional distributions of prevelar raising

Studies of prevelar raising and merger are relatively recent and mostly focus on
BAG-raising. Three broad geographic surveys have found wide distributions of
BAG-raising across the northern US and Canada. In the Atlas of North American
English, Labov, Ash, and Boberg (2006:181–4) reported phonetic raising of BAG

toward FACE in areas across the American north and into Canada, to the extent of
merger with VAGUE in the Wisconsin-Minnesota area of the Upper Midwest.
Boberg (2008) further investigated the pattern in Canada, finding more extensive
raising in the western provinces than in the east. Similarly, participants who self-
reported BAG-raising in Stanley’s (2019a) massive online survey of North
America were from northern regions, stretching from New England to the Pacific
Northwest and throughout Canada, but concentrated most heavily in the center
of this region, from the Upper Midwest and Northern Great Plains to the
Canadian Prairies.

In phonetic studies of the Upper Midwest, Zeller (1997) first described BAG-
raising in Wisconsin, concluding that TRAP before voiced velars, both oral and
nasal (BAG, HANG), merged with FACE at increasing rates over subsequent
generations. However, Bauer and Parker (2008) and Benson, Fox, and Balkman
(2011) challenged the notion that raised BAG was merged with nonprevelar DRESS

or FACE in Wisconsin. Both studies included duration and formant measures at
multiple time points, finding that the formant distributions of BAG often
overlapped those of DRESS or even FACE at some points but not throughout their
durations. Prevelar BAG variously began as low as TRAP or as high as DRESS,
raising toward FACE over its duration (with the F1 of its offset reaching at most
the F1 onset of FACE for Bauer & Parker [2008]). In contrast, the formants of
TRAP and DRESS changed less over their durations, often lowering or backing
slightly rather than raising. Benson et al. (2011) concluded that, because all ages
and genders raised BAG above DRESS, this was a firmly established pattern rather
than a change in progress. Bauer and Parker (2008) also investigated a few
VAGUE words, which patterned with BAG but not any nonprevelar vowel; they
interpreted this as evidence that this tiny word class had been reanalyzed by
speakers as belonging to the larger (and now raised) BAG class.

Stanley’s (2019a) self-report survey also asked about BEG-raising, which was
more variable between speakers but surprisingly more widely distributed across
the continent, excluding the South. Interestingly, Stanley described the two BAG-
and BEG-raising processes as independent, showing that BAG-raising often
occurred without much BEG-raising in the Upper Midwest, and BEG-raising
occurred with much less BAG-raising in the Midland and West. However, in
regions where both occur, they are likely related processes (Wassink & Riebold,
2013), as in the Pacific Northwest.

Prevelar raising in the Pacific Northwest

The Pacific Northwest, including Washington, Oregon, and Idaho (and sometimes
British Columbia and western Montana; see Figure 1), has been settled by English
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speakers for just over 200 years and is thus considered a relatively young dialect
region. Reed’s work on a Linguistic Atlas of the Pacific Northwest (1952, 1961)
provided three observations of prevelar raising: =æ= before the velar nasal in the
word hang was raised to [e] (1952), =æ= before =ɡ= in bag was canonically [æ]
in about half of speakers and diphthongal but without a raised nucleus [æɪ] in
the other half, and prevelar =ɛ= in egg and keg was often diphthongal, usually
with the low [ɛ] or [ɛɪ] but occasionally the higher [e] or [eɪ] (1961). Aside from
these early lexical observations, there was no further mention of prevelar raising
in the Northwest until recent years.

In Seattle, Squizzero (2009) found that many speakers raised BEG toward FACE,
and some also raised BAG to overlap with BEG or FACE. Gender patterns suggested
that women might be more advanced in BEG-raising, while men might be more
advanced in BAG-raising, especially in casual styles. In a larger study, Wassink
(2015, 2016) reported widespread BAG- and BEG-raising advancing in apparent
time across three generations of Seattleites, supporting its description as a
longstanding feature that has continued to advance so that BAG and BEG words
now rhyme for many speakers. Wassink and Riebold (2013) noted substantial

FIGURE 1. Sites in the Pacific Northwest (PNW) and surrounding areas where prevelar
raising=merger has been reported. Dark shading: “core” PNW states (Washington,
Oregon, Idaho); light shading: western Montana and British Columbia, sometimes
considered part of PNW.
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individual variation in raising patterns among Seattle women and suggested a
lexical frequency effect on BEG-raising, such that egg was raised most often,
followed by leg and then peg.

Riebold (2015) expanded the study of Washington by focusing on four
nonwhite ethnicities across three parts of the state (Seattle, rural Yakima Valley,
small towns near Spokane). Similar to the white Seattleites, all groups raised
both BAG and BEG and lowered VAGUE, creating widespread BEG-VAGUE merger and
suggesting a limited influence of ethnicity on prevelar vowels. Overall, men
produced more complete BEG-VAGUE merger, BAG-raising was highly variable, and
middle-aged speakers showed more advancement in raising=merger than either
older or younger generations. The slightly greater separation of BEG and VAGUE as
well as the wide range of BAG heights found outside Seattle and in nonwhite
speakers might suggest that prevelar raising spread outward from urban white
Seattle, where BEG-VAGUE merger appeared to be complete, to other ethnicities
and smaller towns across the Cascade Mountains, a culturally salient dividing
line that separates the urban west from the agrarian east (Evans, 2013). However,
style factors such as formality or social comfort during interviews may also
play a role. Freeman (2016, 2019) found much less raising and merger among
western Washingtonians in a laboratory setting than was found in any group
participating in the sociolinguistic home interviews of prior studies. The least
raising=merger occurred in the most formal tasks, further supporting Squizzero’s
(2009) conclusion that raising was more common in casual styles. Similar to
Riebold (2015:83–8), raising=merger was least advanced in the youngest age
group, suggesting young adults’ reversal or avoidance of this otherwise
advancing change.

Both BAG- and BEG-raising were also found among some speakers in a small
study of Spokane in eastern Washington (Crosby & Dalola, 2020), and limited
evidence of BAG-raising has also been found among college students in Missoula
in western Montana (Bar-El, Rosulek, & Sprowls, 2017). In Alberta, Jones
(2015) reported that college students in Calgary raised both BAG and BEG, with
half raising BAG to merge with the raised BEG. Similarly, Rosen and Skriver
(2015) reported high degrees of BAG-raising in rural southern Alberta, with
advancement in apparent time led by young women, whose BAG was
substantially higher than their DRESS.

Returning to the coast, Mellesmoen (2018) examined BAG, BEG, and VAGUE in
Vancouver, British Columbia, finding that BAG was raising and VAGUE was
lowering in apparent time, led by men. These merging prevelars overlapped BEG,
but BEG was further front. Similarly, BAG has been reported as raised to the
height of DRESS in nearby Victoria, BC, (Roeder, Onosson, & D’Arcy, 2018).
Swan (2016) compared raising across the US-Canada border, finding more BAG-
raising in Vancouver, BC than Seattle, but a similar propensity toward raising
among speakers whose local pride was oriented toward traditional views of their
cities as compared to those who valued recent changes in industry or wealth
(Swan, 2020). Similarly, Stanley (2018a) reported more BAG-raising among
residents of rural Cowlitz County in western Washington who expressed local
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pride and ties to traditional industry, while younger speakers in general showed less
BAG-raising than speakers who were born before the collapse of the local timber
industry.

Becker, Aden, Best, and Jacobson (2016) reported both BAG- and BEG-raising in
the Portland area of Oregon, with speakers over age forty raising BAG more than
younger speakers (as in Washington; Freeman, 2016, 2019; Riebold, 2015:83–8),
and those with an “ideology of nonaccent” more likely to raise BAG than those
who did not comment on their region being “accentless.” In the Willamette
Valley of western Oregon, McLarty, Kendall, and Farrington (2016) also found
BAG-raising among middle-aged speakers but not young adults, suggesting that
BAG-raising may be receding. However, they found little BEG-raising in either age
group, in contrast to the prevalence of BEG-raising in Washington (Riebold,
2015; Wassink, 2015, 2016).

Moving south out of the Northwest, Fridland and Kendall (2017) and Gunter,
Clayton, and Fridland (2017) found slight BEG-raising among some speakers in
the Reno area of Nevada, with women leading, as well as VAGUE-lowering led by
older men and some BAG-raising among middle-aged speakers, particularly
women. However, they found no BAG-raising among younger speakers, similar to
patterns in Washington and Oregon in which BAG was raised less in younger
generations. Finally, D’Onofrio, Eckert, Podesva, Pratt, and Van Hofween
(2016) noted some BEG-raising in Redding, California, and there may be
evidence of slight BAG-raising and BEG-fronting in the San Francisco Bay area
(Cardoso, Hall-Lew, Kementchedjhieva, & Purse, 2016).

Motivations for raising and merger

Zeller (1997), Baker, Mielke, and Archangeli (2008), Purnell (2008), Wassink and
Riebold (2013), and Gunter et al. (2017) described velar pinch—the simultaneous
raising of F2 and lowering of F3 going into (or out of) a velar constriction—as the
articulatory mechanism that may encourage the raising and fronting of =æ= and =ɛ=
before voiced velars. As the tongue dorsum raises to meet the velum, F2 rises and
F3 lowers, creating the appearance of “pinching” on a spectrogram. At the same
time, F1 also lowers, a movement involved in upgliding. With these glide-like
articulations being elongated before voiced velars (compared to the voiceless
velar =k=, whose anticipatory devoicing may also obscure a short velar pinch),
phonemic monophthongs may be perceived as diphthongal and subsequently
reanalyzed as the nearest phonemic diphthong in their path, =e=, which then
reinforces the raised and diphthongal production (Bauer & Parker [2008],
following Ohala’s [2003] perception-based model of sound change), potentially
leading to phonological merger.

Merger violates the preference of phonological systems to maintain distinctions
(Labov, 1994:313–4), but there are very few distinctions between the prevelar word
classes (Stanley, 2019b). VAGUE is an extremely tiny class. It contains only a handful
of common words (e.g., bagel, vague, plague, pagan, flagrant, fragrant, vagrant)
and a few proper names and borrowings (e.g., the Hague, Sprague, Craig), almost
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none of which formminimal pairs with words in either the BEG or BAG class. BEG has
larger membership but is also small and forms few minimal pairs with the much
larger BAG class. Even fewer BAG-BEG pairs exist in which both members have
high lexical frequency and are confusable in context (e.g., bag-beg, lag-leg). In
short, the need to maintain distinction is absent, and while this does not
necessarily motivate merger (Zeller, 1997), it does not impede it, either (Wedel,
Kaplan, & Jackson, 2013). Thus, language-internal forces promoting merger,
such as the number and closeness of phonetic and perceptual features in
common (Labov, 1994:327–9), may take precedence.

Hypotheses

This investigation was organized around four hypotheses that sought to
characterize prevelar raising, its role in a merging prevelar subsystem, and
patterns of social differentiation in this PNWE change in progress.

Hypothesis 1. BEG-VAGUE merger: BEG is raised and VAGUE is lowered so that BEG
and VAGUE are merged at a point between DRESS and FACE. Even in studies that have
not considered VAGUE, BEG is shown lower than FACE (e.g., Squizzero, 2009), making
it difficult to support claims of merger of BEG with FACE. However, if VAGUE lowers,
it is clearer that the target for prevelar merger is not the same location as FACE.

Hypothesis 2. BAG-raising: BAG raises to overlap with BEG and=or VAGUE. If
Hypothesis 1 is also supported and VAGUE is lowered, the raising of BAG to
overlap BEG and VAGUE at a location between DRESS and FACE would support a
three-way prevelar merger while remaining consistent with previous findings that
BAG does not raise as high as FACE.

Hypothesis 3. Diphthongal prevelars: The three prevelars form a subsystem of
upgliding diphthongs. The short=lax front vowels =æ, ɛ= have been observed with
glides before velars in PNWE (Reed, 1961; Wassink & Riebold, 2013), suggesting
that BAG and BEG must join the long=diphthongal =e= to complete a three-way
merger. However, if FACE in PNWE is fairly monophthongal (Ingle, Wright, &
Wassink, 2005; Wassink, 2015), prevelar VAGUE must also become a rising
diphthong to obtain full merger with a diphthongal BEG and BAG.

Hypothesis 4. Social differentiation: Prevelar patterns differ across age and
gender groups, indicative of change in progress. Raising may be advancing in
apparent time toward three-way merger, perhaps with one gender leading.
Within or across age groups, men and women may treat BAG and BEG differently,
suggesting differing social values for the two types of raising.

M E T H O D S

Participants

Participants were twenty white native English speakers who had spent all or most of
their childhoods in the Seattle metropolitan area, divided evenly by gender and age
group. Middle-aged speakers (five men, five women) were age 37–62 at the time of
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recording in 2013, and Younger speakers (five men, five women) were age 18–36.
Most identified as middle-class, with a few indicating working-class upbringings,
and most of their parents also grew up in the region, making them second or third
generation Northwesterners.

Elicitation procedures and materials

As part of a larger project on Pacific Northwest English (see Wassink, 2015, 2016),
recording sessions involved several tasks, including a group sociolinguistic
interview with friends or family, individual linguistic tasks, a reading passage,
and three repetitions of a word list using the carrier phrase “Write ____ today.”
Participants were recorded in their homes or study rooms in public libraries
using a Samson Zoom H4n Pro Handy Recorder with both built-in microphones,
creating 32-bit stereo recordings with 44.1 kHz sampling rates. Interview
sessions lasted one to three hours, and all participants were compensated $15.

A subset of twenty-seven target words from the reading passage and word list was
selected for analysis (Table 1), yielding 1–5 repetitions of each target from each
speaker, for a total of 2,556 measured vowels. Targets included all measurable
utterances (tokens) of words with each non-high front vowel before =ɡ=. For
comparison, all measurable tokens of a set of monosyllabic words representing each
non-high front vowel before a coronal obstruent (=t, d, tʃ, s=) were selected. Due to
the sparsity of prevelar words, those with liquids before the vowel were not excluded.

Analysis procedures

Vowel measurements. Transcripts of each speaker’s reading passage and word
list were forced-aligned using the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner (P2FA, Yuan
& Liberman, 2008) to create phone-level Praat TextGrids. All vowel boundaries
were then hand-corrected in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) following
procedures in Freeman (2010). Vowel formants (F1, F2, F3) were measured at
20%, 50%, and 80% of vowel duration using a Praat script that automatically
located and measured all target words. The formant range was set to 0-5500 Hz

TABLE 1. Target words measured from the reading passage and word list

Environment /æ/ /ɛ/ /e/

__C (plain) bad
dad
hatch

bed
dead
test

bait
pace

__/ɡ/ bag
(zig-)zag
magnet
lag
nag
brag
drag
dragon

beg
egg
peg
leg
leggings
negative
regular

bagel
vague
pagan
plague
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with a window length of 25 ms and dynamic range of 30 dB. The number of
formants was set per speaker (four, five, or six) based on the best fit of the LPC
formant tracker to the majority of their target tokens, as observed visually during
hand-correction of phone boundaries. Automatic formant measurements that fell
more than two standard deviations from their respective means (within-formant,
within-vowel, within-speaker) were verified or corrected by hand; consequently,
about a quarter of all tokens were reviewed manually.

Speaker normalization. Since individual speakers have differing formant
ranges, pooling of raw Hertz values can obscure meaningful differences (or
similarities) between speakers. To compare all speakers together, formant
measures from speakers’ entire vowel spaces were first normalized using the
Nearey 2 formula in the NORM Vowel Normalization Suite (Thomas &
Kendall, 2010) before only the non-high front vowels were plotted. This method
is vowel-extrinsic and formant-extrinsic and has been found to preserve
sociolinguistic differences while neutralizing the effects of physiological
differences between speakers (Adank, Smits, & van Hout, 2004).

Vowel overlap. For visualization of vowel overlap, Nearey-normalized
midpoint distributions were plotted with ellipses representing two standard
deviations around the distributional means in F1xF2 space in R (R Core Team,
2020) using the phonR package (McCloy, 2016). The similarity of vowel
distributions was quantified using Pillai scores. The Pillai-Bartlett statistic
(shortened to ‘Pillai score’ by Hay, Warren, & Drager [2006]) is an output of a
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), which indicates a degree of
distinction between distributions while taking into account two or more
dependent variables simultaneously. Pillai scores range from zero to one with
lower scores indicating greater similarity between distributions. They have been
used in studies of both mergers and shifts (e.g., Hall-Lew, 2009; Hay et al.,
2006) and have been found to model the degree of overlap or distinction better
than other methods due to their ability to account for multiple dimensions,
skewed distributions, unequal densities, and sparse data (Hall-Lew, 2010; Kelley
& Tucker, 2020; Nycz & Hall-Lew, 2014). In the present study, Nearey-
normalized F1 and F2 midpoint values were entered as the dependent variables,
with Vowel class as the independent variable and Speaker and Word as random
effects.

While very large Pillai scores may support a categorization of vowel
distributions as statistically distinct, there is no standard cutoff to determine
when a smaller Pillai score indicates merger versus partial overlap (Stanley,
2019c). Thus, linear mixed-effects (LME) models were used in conjunction with
Pillai scores to further characterize vowels as merged or distinct. Models were
performed in R using the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015) with separate models for each formant (Nearey-normalized F1, F2) at
midpoint, with Speaker and Word as a random effects and Vowel class as a
fixed effect. For both the Pillai scores and LMEs, models compared each pair of
prevelars for merger, as well as BAG versus TRAP to assess the presence of BAG-
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raising, for all speakers pooled and for each age=gender group. Pillai scores were
also calculated for each speaker between BAG and VAGUE to quantify individual
differences in BAG-raising.

Trajectory modeling. Changes in formant values over vowel duration were
visualized via smoothing-spline analyses of variance plots (SSANOVA; Nycz &
De Decker, 2006; see also Fruehwald, 2010) using the gss R package (Gu,
2014). The model uses Gaussian process regression to infer a separate
probabilistic best-fit curve for each formant within each vowel class to connect
the mean values at each measured time point (20%, 50%, 80% of vowel
duration). This plotting method presents trajectory information more accurately
than vector-based representations, which connect measured time points with
straight lines. The resulting plots resemble formant traces on a spectrogram with
95% confidence intervals around the best-fit mean curves. The confidence
intervals are akin to the ellipses of two standard deviations seen in midpoint
F1xF2 plots, and by convention, if the confidence intervals of two vowels do not
overlap, their distributions are considered separate. Of the total 2,556 tokens,
eighty-nine were excluded from this analysis, because their onset measurement
point (at 20% of vowel duration) fell within the aspiration following an aspirated
consonant (=p, t, k=).

R E S U LT S

Formants at midpoint

BEG-VAGUE merger (Hypothesis 1). There is strong evidence to support
Hypothesis 1, the overlap of BEG and VAGUE at a point between their plain
counterparts, DRESS and FACE. Figure 2 shows the non-high front F1xF2 vowel
space for all speakers with ellipses of two standard deviations around each
vowel’s Nearey-normalized mean at midpoint. All panels show the same
distributions with different portions shaded to highlight relevant comparisons.
Table 2 lists the corresponding Pillai scores. As seen in Figure 2b, BEG and
VAGUE (dark shading) overlap almost entirely (Pillai score: .05) at a location
between their plain counterparts (light shading), which are separate (Pillai score:
.85). Linear mixed-effects models further support a determination of BEG-VAGUE
merger, as they did not distinguish BEG and VAGUE at midpoint in either F1 or F2
(see Appendix Table A for all statistics).

BAG-raising (Hypothesis 2). Figure 2c highlights how prevelar BAG (dark
shading) has a raised and wider distribution than plain TRAP (light shading).
Figure 2d highlights all three prevelars, with BAG showing moderate overlap with
both BEG and VAGUE as well as plain TRAP (Pillai scores of .45, .43, .41; Table 2).
(However, this partial overlap does not constitute merger: linear mixed-effects
models showed that BAG is distinct from BEG-VAGUE as well as plain TRAP in both
F1 and F2; Appendix Table A). Compare this to the amounts of overlap between
plain vowels: looking across columns in Table 2, each pair of vowels has a
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FIGURE 2. F1xF2 Nearey-normalized midpoint plot of all speakers pooled (n = 20). All
panels show the same distributions, the means for each vowel with ellipses of 2 SD.
Figure 2a highlights the plain vowels (light shading). Figure 2b highlights the positions of
prevelar VAGUE and BEG (dark shading) compared to plain FACE and DRESS (light shading).
Figure 2c highlights the position of BAG (dark shading) compared to TRAP (light shading).
Figure 2d highlights all three prevelars (dark=solid) compared to their plain counterparts
(light=dashed).

TABLE 2. Pillai scores between vowels before /ɡ/ vs other consonants (_C) for all speakers
pooled (n= 20) and each age/gender group (n= 5 each). Lower numbers indicate greater

overlap

All Middle men Middle
women

Younger
men

Younger
women

_C _ɡ _C _ɡ _C _ɡ _C _ɡ _C _ɡ

ɛ–e .85 .05 .91 .03 .87 .07 .87 .01 .91 .07
æ–ɛ .60 .45 .66 .28 .62 .45 .70 .61 .67 .62
æ–e .91 .43 .95 .19 .93 .44 .94 .56 .95 .60
æ–æɡ .41 .77 .46 .28 .36
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higher Pillai score in plain contexts than before =ɡ=. DRESS and FACE are separate;
BEG and VAGUE are merged. Prevelar =æ= must raise farther than =ɛ= does in
order to decrease the distance between them, and as BAG raises away from TRAP,
it approaches the more distant VAGUE. With speakers separated by age and
gender, shown in Figure 3, it is clear that differing treatments of BAG contribute
to its wider distribution.

Social differentiation (Hypothesis 4). Figure 3 shows the prevelar vowel space
for each age=gender group. As in Figure 2d, the prevelars are shaded darkly to
highlight the areas of overlap between them as well as their positions relative to
their plain counterparts. For every speaker group, BEG and VAGUE have nearly
identical distributions with very high overlap (Pillai scores near 0; Table 2).
Their location is clearly centered between FACE and DRESS (which are separate
with Pillai scores near .90), extending to overlap each plain vowel almost

FIGURE 3. F1xF2 Nearey-normalized midpoint plots for each age=gender group (n = 5 each).
Ellipses show 2 SD around the mean of each vowel. Dark shading=solid lines: prevelars,
light shading=dashed lines: plain vowels. Note that with nearly identical means, the labels
for VAGUE and BEG overlap.
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equally. Linear mixed-effects models confirmed that BEG and VAGUE are
indistinguishable for all groups in both F1 and F2 (Appendix Table A). These
results are consistent with the pooled data that these two prevelars overlap nearly
entirely at midpoint, centered between their plain counterparts.

In contrast, the position of BAG differs between the groups. In all groups, BAG is
raised from TRAP, but its height and range differ between groups.Most striking is the
difference between middle-aged men (Figure 3a), whose BAG distribution displays
high overlap with BEG-VAGUE but not TRAP (Pillai scores: .28, .19 versus .77;
Table 2), and younger women (Figure 3d), whose wide distribution of BAG

partially overlaps both BEG-VAGUE (.62, .60) and, to a greater extent, its plain
counterpart TRAP (.36). Linear mixed-effects models did not distinguish between
the middle-aged men’s BAG, BEG, or VAGUE in F2, meaning that all three prevelars
are equally front, but the slightly expanded distribution of BAG maintained some
distinction from BEG-VAGUE in F1. Models also confirmed that BAG is distinct
from TRAP in both F1 and F2 for both these groups (Appendix Table A).

Middle-aged women show an intermediate configuration (Figure 3b), with BAG

centered at about the height of DRESS and showing moderately high overlap with
BEG, VAGUE, and TRAP (Pillai scores: .45, .44, .46; Table 2). Like younger women,
younger men (Figure 3c) center BAG a bit lower than DRESS and overlap BEG-
VAGUE moderately (.61, .56) while maintaining high overlap with TRAP (.28). For
both these groups, linear mixed-effects models showed that BAG is distinct from
BEG, VAGUE, and TRAP in both F1 and F2 (Appendix Table A).

Individual differences. With a small number of speakers in each age=gender
group, individual differences can make substantial contributions to group
distributions. Figure 4 illustrates individual variation in BAG-raising with plots of
each speaker’s prevelars (dark) and plain vowels (light), arranged by age=gender
group (rows) and ordered within each group from most to least BAG-raising, as
quantified by the Pillai score between the speaker’s BAG and VAGUE distributions.
Although there is substantial variation within each group, more of the older
speakers show greater degrees of raising. In examining the F1 heights of BAG in
conjunction with the Pillai scores, two middle-aged men show full three-way
merger with BEG-VAGUE, and the other three could be described as showing near-
merger or a shift toward BEG-VAGUE. Three middle-aged women show this near-
merger, one has a shift, and one is not raised at all. Both younger groups have
one merged speaker, two with expanded (men) or shifted (women) BAG

distributions, and two without raising.
In short, middle-aged men are advanced in BAG-raising, almost to the point of

three-way merger with BEG-VAGUE. While middle-aged women are less advanced,
most do raise BAG, but most younger speakers show much less raising.

Trajectory (Hypothesis 3)

Vowels with similar formant frequencies at midpoint may differ in the location,
direction, or slope of their trajectories. Offglides are often visualized in an
F1xF2 plot with arrows representing the direction of change, like Figure 5,
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FIGURE 4. F1xF2 Nearey-normalized midpoint plots for each speaker (n = 20), ordered by
most to least BAG-raising within each age=gender group row, as measured by the
speaker’s Pillai score between BAG and VAGUE (abbreviated Pli). Dark: prevelars; light:
plain vowels.

FIGURE 5. F1xF2 Nearey-normalized plot with diphthong trajectories (20-50-80% of vowel
duration) and ellipses of 2 SD around midpoint means, all speakers pooled (n = 20).
Dark=solid: prevelars; light=dashed: plain vowels.
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which shows arrows connecting mean vowel measurements at 20-50-80% of vowel
duration, revealing all three prevelars as rising diphthongs. However, the arrows
only roughly simulate the path of formant change by connecting measurement
time points with straight lines. To more closely model the path of change,
smoothing spline analyses of variance (SSANOVA) were performed and the results
plotted in Figure 6. SSNAOVA plots show mean formant values at all measured
time points with a best-fit curve connecting them. With an appearance similar to
that of formant traces on a spectrogram, formant measures are indicated on the
vertical axis and time point of vowel duration across the horizontal. Confidence
intervals of 95% around the means are represented by shading that, in this data set,
closely follows the mean lines. By convention, if the confidence intervals around
two means do not overlap, the distributions differ significantly.

Figure 6a shows that BEG and VAGUE (dashed and dotted dark lines) overlap
almost completely all along their trajectories and are indistinguishable in F1.
Interestingly, their onsets overlap the onset of monophthongal DRESS (light
dashed lines), but they move about halfway to FACE (light dotted) at midpoint
and offset. This is slightly greater change over vowel duration than the higher
FACE, which does not appear to be as monophthongal as has been found in
previous work on Seattle English (Ingle et al., 2005; Wassink 2015). Also of
note is the position and trajectory of BAG (Figure 6b, dark solid lines)—it is
considerably raised overall, with a lower F1 than monophthongal TRAP (light
solid) and an upgliding trajectory that parallels BEG-VAGUE. This trajectory

FIGURE 6. SSANOVA plots of Nearey-normalized formant change over vowel duration, 95%
confidence intervals (shading) around means (lines), all speakers pooled (n = 20). (6a) BEG-
VAGUE merger (overlapping dark dashed=dotted lines) and (6b) BAG-raising (dark solid lines)
are each plotted in comparison to plain vowels (light lines). Note: the F2 range is shown at
twice the scale of the F1 range to mirror the same convention in plotting F1xF2 (as in
Figures 2–5).
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information adds an important dimension to the midpoint data above: while BAG

overlaps DRESS at midpoint, it is distinguished by beginning lower (as seen by its
higher F1 at onset) and ending more front (as seen by its divergence from DRESS

in F2). This evidence of formant change throughout vowel duration supports
Hypothesis 3, that all three prevelars are upgliding diphthongs.

Social differentiation (Hypothesis 4). As with the midpoint data, all speaker
groups overlap BEG and VAGUE almost entirely (Figure 7) but differ in their

FIGURE 7. SSANOVA plots of Nearey-normalized formant change over vowel duration for
each age=gender subgroup (n = 5 each), 95% confidence intervals (shading) around
means (thick lines). Note: the scales for each formant are expanded to fit the same
vertical distances for ease of visual pattern comparison. The primary difference is in the
location of BAG (dark solid lines).
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treatment of BAG, with middle-aged men displaying the most striking pattern
(Figure 7a). For them, BEG and VAGUE are completely merged along their entire
trajectories (black dashed and dotted lines with overlapping confidence
intervals), and BAG (dark solid lines) closely parallels BEG-VAGUE with an
identical F2 and an F1 that nearly “catches up” to the higher prevelars’ offglides,
passing the height of DRESS at midpoint (light dashed). In contrast, BAG for the
other speaker groups is farther back (with a lower F2) than BEG-VAGUE, and it is a
bit lower than BEG-VAGUE (higher F1) among middle-aged women (Figure 7b),
about halfway to TRAP for younger men (Figure 7c), and closer to TRAP for
younger women (Figure 7d), a pattern suggesting that women may lead in
reversing BAG-raising in apparent time.

To summarize the trajectory patterns, all three prevelars have upglides, as does
FACE. All speaker groups show steeper slopes for the prevelar diphthongs than for
the plain vowels, indicating a more diphthongal characterization for prevelars
which may help to differentiate them from nearby plain vowels. All age=gender
groups show BEG and VAGUE beginning at or near the onset of the
monophthongal DRESS but ending higher and more front. All groups show BAG

beginning near the monophthongal TRAP and then rising and fronting, crossing
the trajectory of DRESS near midpoint. Thus, although BAG and DRESS overlap
substantially at midpoint, they appear to be distinguished by their trajectories,
with BAG beginning lower but ending higher.

D I S C U S S I O N

Main findings

Support was found for all four hypotheses. Hypothesis 1 (BEG-VAGUE merger) was
strongly supported: for all speaker groups, BEG and VAGUE were merged all along
their trajectories, positioned between the nonprevelar DRESS and FACE. Earlier
work on Pacific Northwest English found BEG to be raised, but, without tokens
of VAGUE, the reference point was nonprevelar FACE (Squizzero, 2009; Wassink,
2015, 2016; Wassink & Riebold, 2013). This is an important contribution of the
current study, showing that BEG-raising is indeed part of a merger—not with FACE

but instead with prevelar VAGUE, which lowers to join BEG rather than raising, as
might be predicted following the coarticulatory explanation involving velar
pinch. It follows that the tiny VAGUE word class may have been reinterpreted as
belonging to the larger and phonetically proximal raised BEG class. A similar
argument has been proposed in other regions: in both Wisconsin and British
Columbia, VAGUE was found to be lowered from FACE, but it patterned more
closely with raised BAG than raised BEG, suggesting that the few VAGUE words
have been reanalyzed as belonging to the larger BAG class (Bauer & Parker,
2008; Mellesmoen, 2018). These regions were both identified by Stanley
(2019a) as having more BAG-raising than BEG-raising, while the American
Northwest has more BEG-raising than BAG-raising. Thus, across regions, it is
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likely that VAGUE words have been reanalyzed as belonging to their nearest raised
prevelar neighbor, which in Washington is BEG.

Regarding Hypothesis 2 (BAG-raising), BAG was found to raise for all speaker
groups, overlapping the other prevelars as predicted, but only to the predicted
height of BEG-VAGUE for middle-aged men. Their BAG distribution extended a bit
lower than BEG-VAGUE, indicating incomplete three-way merger. As expected, BAG
did not raise to the height of FACE for any speaker, supporting the theory that the
target for BAG-raising is possible merger with the higher and already merged
prevelars BEG-VAGUE, not FACE.

Hypothesis 3 (diphthongal prevelars) was also strongly supported: all prevelars
showed clear upglides as they raised and fronted over their durations. This
especially helps separate prevelar BAG and BEG from their monophthongal plain
counterparts, and it contributes to the clarity of the spectral merger between BEG

and VAGUE. The spectral separation of prevelars from FACE and the addition of an
upglide to BAG (even when it is spectrally distant from upgliding phonemes as
possible merger targets) further support the theory that these three prevelars
form a distinct subsystem from their plain counterparts.

Offering partial support for Hypothesis 4, social differentiation was apparent,
but only for BAG-raising. BEG-VAGUE merger was constant across speaker groups
(similar to Riebold [2015:80–115] for other parts of Washington), but BAG was
raised highest for middle-aged men, followed by middle-aged women, and then
younger speakers. This is contrary to the prediction that younger speakers would
show more raising (suggested by Wassink [2015, 2016] and Wassink & Riebold
[2013]) but in line with similar patterns found in other parts of the Northwest
where there was also less BAG-raising in younger speakers than middle-aged
groups (Riebold, 2015:83–8 for Washington; Becker et al., 2016 and McLarty
et al., 2016 for Oregon). Gender differentiation was strong in the middle-aged
generation, with men showing greater BAG-raising than women (as in Squizzero,
2009), but it was less clear in the younger generation. This could indicate
retraction over time led by women or a social association with BAG-raising that
younger speakers (particularly women) wish to avoid (Freeman, 2016). Other
work with Seattle women found that BAG was raised higher among middle-aged
speakers than among their parents’ generation (Wassink & Riebold, 2013),
making the possibility of reversal in just one more generation quite surprising.
However, if some speakers in the younger generation continue to advance, the
social differentiation driving such a divide must be oriented toward something
more specific than age, and it is possible that BAG-raising has taken on social
salience and stigma only in recent years. In contrast, the stability of BEG-VAGUE
merger across groups is indicative of a completed change, one that appears to
have proceeded largely without comment or stigma.

Other factors to consider

Other social factors should be examined in future work. Riebold (2015) found
similar patterns in several areas of Washington but no substantial effect of
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ethnicity, urbanness, local network strength, or location in the state, further
indicating that the social relationship to BAG goes beyond demographics. For
example, in nearby areas of rural western Washington and urban British
Columbia, Stanley (2018a) and Swan (2020) found relationships between BAG-
raising and the source of speakers’ local pride, with more raising among those
who valued traditional local lifestyles compared to those who preferred recent
changes in local industry. A similar local-values factor may be at work in
Seattle, where industry has changed in recent decades, with major employers
shifting from logging=paper processing and airplane manufacturing to computer
software and technology. Globalization and increasing connectedness in
communication may also contribute to younger generations’ avoidance of salient
local dialect features in favor of “accentless” national norms (Chambers, 2000;
Milroy, 2002). Formality, style, and discourse factors may also contribute. Only
tokens from formal reading tasks were reported here, but other work has found
greater raising in more casual tasks and less prevelar raising and merger in more
formal lab settings (Freeman, 2016, 2019; Squizzero, 2009), so the current
results could represent a midpoint on a continuum of speakers’ repertoires.

As an incomplete change in progress, language-internal factors might also shed
light on the direction or mechanism of change. Some prior work reported lexical
effects for both BAG-raising (Stanley, 2018b) and BEG-raising (Gunter et al.,
2017; Wassink & Riebold, 2013), and Stanley (2018b, 2019b) reported that BEG-
raising is more common in borrowings and less common before sonorants.
However, lexical effects were not apparent in the current study, and given the
small class memberships of BEG and especially VAGUE, further clarity on
language-internal factors may be difficult to achieve.

Duration may also contribute to either merger or distinction among prevelars. In
a preliminary exploration of the present data, prevelars were similar in duration to
their plain counterparts, with DRESS and BEG remaining shorter. Thus, duration
might be a barrier to full BEG-VAGUE merger, and for speakers who spectrally
merge BAG with BEG-VAGUE, the similar durations of BAG and VAGUE may reinforce
their merger while maintaining the shorter BEG as distinct. This could be
examined in phonemic perception tasks.

Discussion of merger is incomplete without consideration of perception as well
as production. In a pseudolexical decision task of synthetic stimuli,
Northwesterners in Freeman (2019) categorized raised variants as coming from
the words beg or bagel but rarely bag, even when they produced raised BAG

themselves. Among BAG-raising Canadians and nonraising Americans attending
college in Toronto, where BAG-raising is common, Sullivan (2020) found a
similar lack of connection between individual production and perception in a
lexical decision task involving resynthesized nonce words. Both studies
concluded that raisers and nonraisers alike relied more on their experience of
hearing raising in the community than on their own production. Freeman (2019)
further posited that younger listeners included older speakers in their speech
community of reference, aware that some (mostly middle-aged and older) people
raise BAG even if they themselves avoid it, but older listeners did not accurately
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incorporate into their perceptual representations the raising they have heard from their
children’s (now middle-aged) generation. Both studies used synthetic stimuli with
flat formant slopes and fixed duration, leaving much room for future work on the
contributions of duration, glide length, and other understudied features of natural
productions to the determination of prevelars as merged or distinct.

C O N C L U S I O N

This examination of the speech of twenty white Seattleites in formal reading tasks
found that prevelar BEG was raised and VAGUE was lowered so that BEG and VAGUE

were spectrally merged at a position between their nonprevelar counterparts
DRESS and FACE. This held all along their trajectories, which had raising and
fronting upglides. Prevelar BAG was raised and upgliding for all speakers, but its
height varied considerably between groups, showing social differentiation by age
and gender: middle-aged men produced nearly complete three-way merger with
BEG-VAGUE, while middle-aged women showed less raising and overlap with
BEG-VAGUE, and younger speakers showed the least raising and little overlap with
BEG-VAGUE, perhaps suggesting a (currently unidentified) social meaning they
wished to avoid.

Taken together, the results of this study support a model of the low-front
prevelar subsystem as separate from its plain counterparts. Velar pinch provided
phonetic motivation for short=lax =æ, ɛ= to become rising diphthongs before
voiced velars (BAG, BEG), prompting them to be reanalyzed as the nearest rising
diphthong, =e= (VAGUE). At the same time, because the VAGUE class is so small,
its members were reassigned to the now-adjacent raised BEG class (Gunter et al.,
2017). Neither BEG nor VAGUE had to migrate very far phonetically to merge,
meaning that the changes in both production and perception were not large and
may have completed without much notice. Diphthongal BAG had farther to raise
in phonetic space to be reanalyzed as VAGUE, and its lexical membership is
larger, so it may therefore become more phonetically and socially meaningful
over time as it raises higher toward the already-merged BEG-VAGUE.
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N O T E S

1. Compare Stanley’s (2019b) mention of the slang shortening preggo (pregnant) and Italian
borrowing=brand name Prego as a possible BEG-VAGUE minimal pair.
2. In addition, preliminary analysis of high-front prevelars (EAGLE, BIG) indicates that these are not
involved in the proposed prevelar subsystem: they are not substantially shifted, and they have much
shorter offglides than the merging prevelars, as might be expected due to coarticulation alone.
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TABLE A. Results of linear mixed-effects models for each Nearey-normalized formant (F1 or F2) at midpoint with Vowel as a fixed effect and individual
Speaker and Word as random effects

Group Vowels Formant n Means β SE t p Merger

All
(n = 20)

BEG/VAGUE F1 787 .52 .53 .01 .01 1.00 .34 merged
F2 2.11 2.15 .03 .03 .85 .41 merged

BAG/BEG F1 1034 .64 .52 .12 .01 10.11 , .001
F2 1.96 2.11 −.15 .03 −5.45 , .001

BAG/VAGUE F1 841 .64 .53 −.11 .01 −11.27 , .001
F2 1.96 2.15 .18 .02 7.85 , .001

BAG/TRAP F1 734 .64 .75 −.11 .01 −8.60 , .001
F2 1.96 1.82 .15 .03 5.07 , .001

Middle
men
(n = 5)

BEG/VAGUE F1 180 .49 .50 .01 .01 1.29 .22 merged
F2 1.98 1.98 0 .03 .16 .88 merged

BAG/BEG F1 242 .54 .49 .05 .01 5.99 , .001
F2 1.95 1.98 −.03 .02 −1.42 .17 merged

BAG/VAGUE F1 190 .54 .50 −.04 .01 −4.35 , .001
F2 1.95 1.98 .04 .02 1.58 .14 merged

BAG/TRAP F1 167 .54 .67 −.13 .02 −8.38 , .001
F2 1.95 1.77 .18 .03 5.58 , .001

Middle
women
(n = 5)

BEG/VAGUE F1 207 .54 .55 .01 .01 1.13 .28 merged
F2 2.22 2.26 .05 .03 1.42 .18 merged

BAG/BEG F1 270 .63 .54 .09 .01 6.80 , .001
F2 2.06 2.22 −.15 .03 −4.52 , .001

BAG/VAGUE F1 219 .63 .55 −.08 .01 −5.40 , .001
F2 2.06 2.26 .20 .04 5.24 , .001

BAG/TRAP F1 193 .63 .76 −.13 .02 −7.46 , .001
F2 2.06 1.90 .18 .05 3.89 , .01

Young
men
(n = 5)

BEG/VAGUE F1 199 .45 .45 .01 .01 .55 .59 merged
F2 1.92 1.93 .01 .03 .20 .85 merged

BAG/BEG F1 264 .59 .45 .14 .01 11.54 , .001
F2 1.75 1.92 −.17 .03 −6.71 , .001

Continued
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TABLE A. Continued

Group Vowels Formant n Means β SE t p Merger

BAG/VAGUE F1 215 .59 .45 −.14 .01 −11.52 , .001
F2 1.75 1.93 .18 .02 7.99 , .001

BAG/TRAP F1 190 .59 .68 −.09 .02 −5.70 , .001
F2 1.75 1.68 .07 .03 2.65 , .05

Young
women
(n = 5)

BEG/VAGUE F1 201 .61 .61 .02 .03 .63 .54 merged
F2 2.32 2.38 .04 .04 1.03 .33 merged

BAG/BEG F1 258 .80 .61 .19 .02 8.84 , .001
F2 2.09 2.32 −.23 .03 −7.16 , .001

BAG/VAGUE F1 217 .80 .61 −.19 .02 −11.54 , .001
F2 2.09 2.38 .28 .02 15.12 , .001

BAG/TRAP F1 184 .80 .89 −.09 .02 −5.47 , .001
F2 2.09 1.94 .15 .02 8.69 , .001
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